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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the order of artifacts within the Technical
Architecture and Infrastructure workstream in the Prepare
phase?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Hardware specification from Hardware Vendor -&gt; Parameters
Hardware Sizing calculation -&gt; Hardware Sizing results -&gt;
Technical Strategy
B. Technical strategy -&gt; Hardware specification from
Hardware Vendor -&gt; Parameters Hardware Sizing calculation
-&gt; Hardware Sizing results
C. Hardware specification from Hardware Vendor -&gt; Technical
Strategy -&gt; Parameters Hardware Sizing calculation -&gt;
Hardware Sizing results
D. Technical Strategy -&gt; Parameters Hardware Sizing
calculation -&gt; Hardware Sizing results -&gt; Hardware
Specification from Hardware Vendor
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are upgrading from an earlier version of Oracle Clusterware
to Oracle Clusterware 12cR1 and want to store the OCR in an
Oracle ASM disk group. What are the correct steps required to
accomplish this task?
A. Set the ASM Compatibility attribute to 10.2.0.2 or later.
Verify you are running the correct version of Oracle
Clusterware 12cR1 by issuing $crsctl query crsactiveversion
Using acmca configure and start Oracle ASM on all cluster
nodes.
Using asmca create a disk group appropriately sized for the OCR
you are migrating to ASM.
As root, issue #ocrcheck -add +DG_OCR
As root, issue # ocrcheck -delete old_ocr_location
B. Set the ASM Compatibility attribute to 10.2.0.2 or later.
Verify you are running the correct version of Oracle
Clusterware 12cR1 by issuing $crsctl query crsactiveversion
Using crsctl, configure and start Oracle ASM on all cluster
nodes.
Using crsctl create a disk group appropriately sized for the
OCR you are migrating to ASM.
As grid infrastructure owner, issue # ocrconfig -add +DG_OCR As
grid infrastructure owner, issue # ocrconfig -delete old ocr
location
C. Set the ASM Compatibility attribute to 10.2.0.1 or later.
Verify you are running the correct version of Oracle
Clusterware 12cR1 by issuing $crsctl query crsactiveversion
Using srvctl create a disk group appropriately sized for the

OCR you are migrating to ASM.
As root, issue #ocrcheck -add +DG_OCR
As root, issue # ocrcheck --delete old_ocr_location
D. Set the ASM Compatibility attribute to 10.2.0.2 or later.
Verify you are running the correct version of Oracle
Clusterware 12cR1 by issuing $crsctl query crsactiveversion
Using acmca configure and start Oracle ASM on all cluster
nodes.
Using asmca create a disk group appropriately sized for the OCR
you are migrating to ASM.
As root, issue #ocrdump -add +DG_OCR
As root, issue # ocrdump -delete old_ocr_location
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Cisco ACE Service Module deployment topology allows
direct access to the servers for administration but requires
either SNAT or PBR for load-balanced HTTP traffic returning
from the server?
A. One-Arm
B. Inline
C. Asymmetric Server Normalization
D. Routed
E. Transparent
Answer: A
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